Hello!

Pretty Piney Quilts was founded on the premise that the world needs more stories told in fabric form.

From my first pattern, Meteor Watch, to my upcoming release of the Batona BOM, every quilt pattern that I write has a story to share.

Each pattern is tested by a minimum of five experienced (and opinionated) quilters to ensure that it is complete, accurate, clear, and concise.

All of the patterns are saddle-stitched booklets printed on high quality paper with pressing instructions and full color diagrams, individually packaged in crystal clear 6” x 9” ziptop bags with hang-holes and vents.

I take pride in providing exemplary customer service, and I look forward to continuing to expand my pattern collection to suit your needs!

becca@prettypiney.com
Beth’s Star
by Becca Fenstemaker

Wholesale: $6.00
Min. Order: 3

- Beginner pattern
- 60” x 80”
- Sized for QOVF standards
- Sell with: 10 ½” or larger square ruler
Meteor Watch
by Becca Fenstermaker

PP-CB-101
Wholesale: $6.00
Min. Order: 3

• Confident Beginner pattern
• 72” x 90”
• Award winner: Best Use of Negative Space at PA National
• Negative space is great for teaching quilting techniques
• Sell with: flying geese ruler
Pippin
PP-B-101
Wholesale: $6.00
Min. Order: 3

- Beginner pattern
- 40” x 55”
- Great for teaching raw-edge appliqué
- Top can be finished in one class
- Sell with: fusible web
Sticky Candy
by Becca Fenstermaker

Sticky Candy
PP-CB-102
Wholesale: $6.00
Min. Order: 3

- Confident beginner pattern
- Five sizes included
- Fat eighth or fat quarter friendly
- Sell with: HST ruler

Pattern also includes
Queen and King sizes.

becca@prettypiney.com
Saltwater Taffy
by Becca Fenstermaker

Saltwater Taffy
PP-CB-103
Wholesale: $6.00
Min. Order: 3

• Confident beginner pattern
• Three sizes included
• Fat eighth or fat quarter friendly
• Sell with: HST ruler and flying geese ruler

Throw 52” x 52”

Pattern also includes Twin and Queen sizes.
Coming Soon

December 2019
Star-Crossed Plaid

Spring 2020
Batona Block of the Month

Plus a collection of mug rug patterns!
Orders can be placed on prettypiney.com or via email to becca@prettypiney.com. All wholesale orders placed are subject to our terms and conditions. Pricing is subject to change without notice.

Minimum opening order is $50, re-orders $35. Order 30 patterns or more in one order to unlock a 5% discount for that order.

Buyers must provide a valid state Sales Tax ID along with their billing, shipping, and contact information. Estimated ship dates are provided to buyer upon order confirmation, and shipping fees will be added to the final invoice. Lead time varies, but will not exceed four weeks.

Prices are USD($) and do not include shipping.

Prepayment including shipping fees is required for all orders, either through the online payment portal at prettypiney.com at the time of ordering or upon receipt of the invoice if ordering in person or via e-mail.

We accept major credit cards and Paypal.
All orders are shipped from Chatsworth, NJ. Buyer will receive a tracking number via email upon shipment. U.S. orders over $50 ship USPS first-class for free. U.S. orders are shipped via USPS, with first-class or priority options. Other options are available upon request.

International orders are shipped in the most economical way available. International customers are responsible for any additional import fees, tariffs, or taxes.

Buyer must notify us of any defect, damage, shortage, or other issues within seven days of receipt of merchandise. E-mail becca@prettypiney.com to initiate a replacement or a refund/credit.

Digital pattern cover images are available upon request.

All Pretty Piney Quilts, LLC, patterns, including photos, diagrams, and text, are copyrighted.

Classes may be taught using Pretty Piney Quilts patterns, providing that each student purchases an original copy of the pattern. Patterns may be sold as part of a kit if each kit contains an original pattern. Patterns may not be copied.